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THE MYSTERY OF THE BLACK MOUND
by Dr. Christopher Cox
The Hundred of Blacklow (the Black Mound)
includes in the Domesday Survey: Alkerton (=
Eastington), Frampton-on- Severn, Fretherne,
Frocester, King’s Stanley, Leonard Stanley,
Stonehouse, Wheatenhurst (alias Whitminster), and
Woodchester.' Whether these names represent the
(perhaps later) parishes is a moot point, but need not
concern us here.
These parishes or estates lie on either side of the lower
course of the Frome from below Stroud to its
confluence with the River Severn at Framilode.2 But

sides of the Nailsworth valley. A charter of 896 A.D.,’
resolving a dispute between the lessees and the owners of
lands attached to the estate makes this clear, when the
witan summoned to Gloucester ordered a survey of the
lands in question, which was carried out by Ecglaf, the
“geneat” or agent of Aethebald the lessee, and
Wulhum, the “ceastersetne preoste” or “Citizens’
chaplain,’ of whom more below.‘
This raises intriguing possibilities, as to whether there
was any form of territorial continuity between the
Roman villa of Woodchester and the Woodchester of
the Saxon period, though this is not the place to venture
too far into such a speculative quicksand.’ But it seems
obvious that pre-Conquest “Woodchester” was a more
than ordinary estate, perhaps a lingering echo of the
great Roman villa, the ruins of which would then still
have been above ground: the Norman church (since
replaced by another on a different site) used Roman
materials in its construction, as the curious visitor may
still see from the scant remains of that edifice.
This conjecture provides an explanation as to why
Blacklow Hundred included “Woodchester” — the
estates in the Vale could well have been land attached to
the more prestigious estate in the Nailsworth valley. It
must be remembered that in the earlier period before the
Conquest estates were of some considerable size, only
later being sub-divided into smaller manors or parishes,
perhaps in response to the troubles of the Danish
incursions, perhaps also in the reconquest by the West
Saxon kings of Midland England when the older
Mercian units of administration were completely
replaced by the more familiar shires).3

with one exception — Woodchester.

Woodchester is nowadays a small triangular parish on
the western ﬂank of the lower Nailsworth valley, and
has no direct connection with the valley of the Frome.
This anomaly has to be explained, so the first part of
the problem is what was “Woodchester” at that time?
Two “Woodchesters” are recorded in Domesday.’
One was in Longtree Hundred, held before the
Conquest by Gytha, mother of Earl Harold, and the
other was in Blacklow Hundred, held TRE by Brictric.
It is likely that the Longtree “Woodchester”
corresponds with the tithing of Rodborough on the
eastern side of the valley,‘ but eventually both sides of
this valley were brought within the Longtree Hundred,
and the Hundred of Blacklow does not appear again
after Domesday, the Vale parishes being reconstituted
into the Hundred of Whitstone. So the problem can be
restated: why was this anomalous “Woodchester”
included in Blacklow Hundred, and (as a corollary)
where was the meeting place of the Hundred? Though
recorded in Domesday as two estates, “Woodchester”
earlier was of much greater extent with lands on both
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The meeting place of the Hundred (assuming the
above is accepted) would thus be conveniently close to
the most important estate of the group, that is
Woodchester. Such meeting places were often named
after (and identified by) a recognisable feature, such as
a tree (as in Longtree or Grumbald’sAsh), a mound
(Brightwells Barrow, Blacklow), or the most important
part of the estate (Berkeley, Westbury).°
To reach such an assembly point the various
tithingmen would need to set out at first light, and some
of them would have a considerable distance to travel. In
the case of Blacklow Hundred, there is a well-known
and conspicuous landmark which could well serve the
purpose. This is the long barrow on the verge of Selsley
Common, known as The Toots. It has in the past been
carefully bisected so that now it presents the
appearance of two barrows, but despite this rough
surgery and the erosion of time it is still a recognisable
and outstanding feature on the long, level profile of the
Common. The tithing men approaching from the more
distant Vale estates would follow tracks on the terraces
on either side of the Frome, utilising fords such as those
at Ryeford and Dudbridge to approach the stiff climb
up to the top. Against the light of the sun rising in the
east, both the Common and the mound itself would
stand out in stark and clear silhouette for much of the
way until on near appraoch the swell of the hill took the
landmark below the line of sight. From say Stonehouse
to Ebley even today it is clearly to be seen as an obvious
landmark: in the days when there were fewer buildings
(and no tall chimneys) to distract the eye, it must have
been an invaluable guiding mark for travellers.
This, then, it is suggested is the Black Mound from
which the early Hundred was named. It seems possible
that after Domesday Woodchester lost its
predominance, shrinking to its later parish size, while
the parishes in the Vale were more suitably grouped into
the Hundred of Whitstone.
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